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EDITOR'S LETTER
This issue of Bridgewater magazine is perhaps more reflective of the current times than any of our magazines
in recent history. In the midst of preparing this issue in the spring, the COVID-19 crisis hit and affected our
BC community directly as we pivoted to remote learning. In the ensuing months, we decided to refocus the
content of this issue on the College's response to the pandemic, including our comprehensive plan to reopen
the College this fall so that our students could live and learn in community, which is the cornerstone of the
Bridgewater experience. We also showcased stories of how our community members have stayed connected
and helped one another during this difficult time.
But the content of this issue isn't the only big change. We are also introducing a new all-digital format of the
magazine. The digital version provides as close to a print reading experience as possible, with the ability to flip
each page, yet it also provides the opportunity to engage with stories in a new way. You can watch videos and
hear directly from some of the people featured in the articles. It's yet another way of staying connected and
maintaining our Bridgewater bonds.
Thank you all for your patience and support as we navigate uncharted territory. Please reach out to me at any
time, with story ideas, feedback or just to say hi. I would love to hear from you l
- Jessica Luck

CONNECT
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@ @bridgewatercollege
Q facebook.com/
bridgewatercollege

o

@BridgewaterNews @bridgewater.edu/
magazine

IT'S BE EN AWHILE since I last drafted a message for Bridgewater magazine. As it did for nearly all of us,
COVID-19 changed plans, and priorities had to shift. Here at BC, faculty and staff spent the spring navigating the
pivot to remote instruction and teleworking. We were truly "building the airplane while we were flying." The sum
mer was spent making sure we could safely return to campus and in-person instruction and then preparing for the
return of employees and students to campus. Late summer and early fall found us all using phrases I never thought
would be part of the lexicon at Bridgewater-"my mask protects you, your mask protects me," "practice social
distancing," "quarantine and isolation space," and, one of the most difficult, "no visitors permitted on campus." With
all that in mind, I could not be prouder of the way our community rose to this challenge. These efforts and our
successful return to campus and in-person instruction reflect a spirit of determination, of care and support for each
other, and a deep commitment to serving our students and our mission. The challenges brought on by COVID-19
aren't behind us and will likely continue for the foreseeable future, but we will continue to meet them with strength
and conviction.
In this issue, you'll read the stories of Bridgewater College in the time of pandemic, highlighting the resiliency
of our faculty, staff and students as well as our alumni, who have remained connected to the College in creative
ways in these unprecedented times. The shared sense of community and care I witness daily throughout campus
is nothing short of awe-inspiring. Because all are wearing masks and observing physical distancing, because of
our devoted faculty, because of the dedicated staff who carefully and regularly clean our buildings, we remain
on campus with a solid plan to complete the semester in person, unlike many other institutions that have had to
reverse course.
We plan to continue on campus for spring semester, yet we know our in-person student population will remain
smaller than usual, as it has been this fall. An ongoing challenge for Bridgewater-along with every college and
university in the country-is the fiscal burden of lower revenue and the added expense directed toward safety
measures. As I mentioned to you in my email earlier this month, many colleges and universities are now scrambling
to cut programs as a reaction to these economic impacts. Bridgewater is not in that position. We have a healthy,
well-managed endowment and the cash reserves to see us through the challenges that have come with the
pandemic. We made the hard decisions that were necessary over the last few months in a measured way, always
mindful that we will come out of this pandemic, and we will come out of it together and in a strong position.
Finally, this: I'm sure many of you have heard about the Strategic Resource Allocation (SRA) process that is now
coming to a conclusion here at the College. You'll hear much more about this directly from the College in the near
future, but for now it's important to know that this work has been difficult and requires us to do hard things. But
it is also a sign of our ongoing commitment to serving the needs of the students who are choosing BC today. No
College can be all things to all people, and SRA is one way we are focusing our resources in strategic, mission
driven ways. We are certainly not the first or only institution to engage in an SRA process, but we are ahead of the
curve precisely because we are healthy and forward-thinking. I have little doubt that every institution will be doing
something like this over the next decade because the landscape of higher education demands it. Those who
choose to ignore this reality do so at their peril.
These are certainly trying times as we learn the new normal of life during a pandemic. Know that I take very seri
ously the responsibility I have to position Bridgewater College for lasting success. We will navigate COVID-19, and
nationwide economic instability and a rapidly changing higher education landscape as a community and will come
out stronger, ready to educate many future generations of Eagles.

With best regards,
David W. Bushman, Ph.D.
President
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Bridgewater College students gathered outside the John Kenny Forrer Learning Commons on
opening day-Feb. 24, 2020-in anticipation of touring the renovated library space.

The Heartbeat of Campus
Eager groups of students crowded in front of the John Kenny Forrer Learning Commons in late
February in anticipation of the opening of the newest space on campus. The $13.2 million ren
ovation-and-expansion project, the first in Bridgewater College's history to be primarily donor
funded, transformed the Alexander Mack Memorial Library into a state-of-the-art modern learning
hub.
Although the BC community was only able to enjoy the facility for a few weeks before the College
pivoted to remote learning in March due to COVI D-19, students, faculty and staff have been utiliz
ing the Forrer Learning Commons as a main gathering space and place to connect with others this
fall.

BRIDGEWATER
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ACROSS THE MALL
Graduate Programs in Human
Resources Management and
Psychology Approved
Bridgewater College's accrediting
body, the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS) Com
mission on Colleges, approved two
new master's programs in late 2019.
The College officially launched the
Master of Science in Human Resource
Management (MSHRM) and Master of
Science in Psychology - Mental Health
Professions (MSPsy) in fall 2020. Both
programs can be completed in only
one year if taken full time. In addition,
the College's data science and analyt
ics major received SACS accreditation
as well.

BRIDGEWATER LANDS ON SEVERAL 'BEST COLLEGE' LISTS
In the last year, Bridgewater College has landed on numerous national rankings lists
of top colleges.

Fall 2019: WalletHub named Bridgewater College to its annual list of top-performing
colleges and universities at the lowest possible cost to undergraduates. Bridgewa
ter not only landed on the national list but also was recognized as one of the top
10 colleges and universities in the state of Virginia.The Princeton Review named
Bridgewater College to its Best in the Southeast list as part of its 2020 Best Colleges:
Region by Region roundup.And Kiplinger included Bridgewater in its Best College
Values 2019 list.
January 2020: Bridgewater College was recognized by LendEDU, a consumer
focused financial website, as a Best College for Financial Aid, and was ranked 130th
in the nation. In Virginia, Bridgewater ranked ninth.
Fall 2020: U.S. News and World Report named Bridgewater to its National Liberal
Arts College and Top Performers on Social Mobility lists in its Best Colleges 2021
rankings.Money magazine named BC to its Best Colleges for Your Money list.And
the College once again was included in Princeton Review's 2021 Best Colleges
regional roundup as a top school in the Southeast.

STAYING CONNECTED
WITH FELLOW ALUMNI

The Hares Receive Ripples Medal
and Class of 1969 Inducted

Bridgewater College is in the
process of developing a new
alumni directory, which will be
available in the summer of 2021.

At the annual Ripples Society Banquet on
Oct.18, 2019, Jane Heishman Hare
'56 and Weston "Wes" A. Hare '56
received Ripples Medals.The Hares,
who met as sophomores at Bridge
water, were honored for devoting
their lives to peace and social justice
issues, both domestically and inter
nationally.

BC SIGNS ADMISSION
AGREEMENTS WITH
SEVERAL SCHOOLS
In December 2019, the College signed
a guaranteed admission agreement
with Oak Hill Academy, a coed col
lege preparatory school in Grayson
County, Va.Per the agreement, all Oak
Hill students who meet Bridgewater
admission standards at the time of ap
plication will be admitted.Each student
will also receive a McKinney ACE schol
arship with a total value of $104,000.
In 2020, the College signed similar
agreements with Saint John's Catholic Preparatory School, in Frederick
County, Md., and St.Thomas Aquinas
High School in Dover, N.H.
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The class of 1969 was also inducted into the Ripples Society, the group of alumni
who graduated 50 or more years ago. On Oct.19, the class representatives pre
sented the College with their class gift of $496,261, naming the Class of 1969
Great Room in the John Kenny Forrer Learning Commons.The class fund has since
increased to more than $500,000.

ALUM BESTOWED GARBER AWARD
FOR CHRISTIAN SERVICE
Dr.Andrew "Andy" Murray '64 was awarded
the Merlin E.and Dorothy Faw Garber Christian
Service Award at the Church of the Brethren
Annual Conference alumni lunch on July 19,
2019.The award honors dedication to out
standing Christian service. Murray spent 40
years at Juniata College, where he served in
roles as the chaplain, professor and the founder and director of the Baker Institute
for Peace and Conflict Studies.He was also a member of several peacebuilding
commissions and teams that worked with the United Nations.
BRIDGEWATER
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Bringing Back the Beanies

BC FOOTBALL NAMED
ODAC CHAMPION
In fall 2019, the BC football team went
undefeated (10-0) in the regular
season to clinch the Old Dominion
Athletic Conference championship.
After bringing home the trophy, BC
hosted Delaware Valley University in a
first-round NCAA playoff game. After
leading 13-7 at the half, the Eagles fell
to the Aggies 22-30.

A time-honored tradition was given new life on campus in fall 2019. Beanies-yes,
those beanies-were sported by students of all ages. The propeller-topped head
adornments of yore were replaced with modern, sock hat-style versions. And the
rules changed: First-year students are no longer required to wear the beanies.
Instead, students from all classes received the crimson caps as a surprise bonus for
attending various events throughout the year.

1,200

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic,

Kerry Estabrook Cofield

'96, owner of Signs Pro and Signs USA in Harrisonburg, Va.,
partnered with other area businesses to make 1,200 3-D printed
face shields to give to health care workers.

Curry led the men's basketball team's offense for three seasons
from 1985-88. In his senior year, he helped lead the Eagles to
the Old Dominion Athletic Conference (ODAC) regular season
title, along with the program's only ODAC tournament cham
pionship. Curry finished his career with an ODAC record 282
assists, a record he still holds more than 30 years later.

College Inducts Three into Athletic Hall of Fame
John Curry '88, Colleen Reid '01 and James Wampler '71 were

inducted into the Bridgewater College Athletic Hall of Fame
on Nov. 9, 2019, prior to the Eagles football game against
Randolph-Macon College. The three new members received
their Hall of Fame rings at halftime.

Reid, a star softball player for the Eagles, is the only player in
program history to be selected for the AII-ODAC first team four
times. She was also named to the ODAC All-Academic team
four times.

Wampler was a two-sport standout at the College, playing
basketball and running track in each of his four years. At the
time of his graduation, Wampler ranked No. 8 on the all-time
scoring list for men's basketball and No. 2 on the all-time re
bounding list.

BRIDGEWATER
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In fall 2019, Dr. Jamie Frueh (right), Professor
of Political Science and Director of the Center
for Engaged Learning, accepted the Hunger
Hero trophy from Dr. John Downey, President
of Blue Ridge Community College.

BC Team Named Food Box
Packing Challenge Champions
A team of Bridgewater College stu
dents, faculty and staff packed 5,680
pounds of sweet potatoes in two
hours to take top honors in the annual
Food Box Packing Challenge, part of
the Virginia Hunger Symposium in fall
2019. The annual event, held at the
Blue Ridge Area Food Bank, brings
together area colleges and universities
for a friendly competition to help those
in need.

BC WELCOMES NEW
FACULTY; CROCKETT RETIRES
In fall 2020, Bridgewater College
welcomed four new full-time faculty
members. The Department of Econom
ics and Business welcomed Daniel
Finseth as a Visiting Assistant Professor.
Barnabas Otoo joined the Department
of Chemistry as an Assistant Professor.
The Department of Music welcomed
Ryan Keebaugh '02 as Assistant Profes
sor and choral director. And Elizabeth
MacDougall joined the Department of
Psychology as an Associate Professor.

After 35 years of service in the De
partment of Chemistry, Bridgewater
College bid a fond farewell to Dr. Joe
Crockett in May 2020. Crockett was
honored with the President's Medal
and named Professor of Chemistry,
Emeritus, by the Board of Trustees.
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Pomp under these circumstances
For the first time in Bridgewater College's 140-year history, it celebrated virtually the
successes and accomplishments of its graduating class. On May 2, 2020, President
Dr. David Bushman conferred the degrees of 419 graduates in a virtual video cer
emony, which included snapshots of the seniors' time at the College, speeches from
three student representatives, an address from commencement speaker Robert
Stolzman '83 and a BC community rendition of "Bridgewater Fair."

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES
The 2020 Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding Teaching Award was presented to
Dr. Michele Strano Clark, Associate Professor of Communication Studies. She also
received the Jim Novo Award of Academic Excellence from the Digital Analytics As
sociation and University of British Columbia Sauder School of Business for Achieve
ment in Digital Analytics.
The 2020 Martha B. Thornton Faculty Recognition Award was presented to Dr.
Charles W. Hale IV, Associate Professor of Health and Human Services.
The 2020 Faculty Scholarship Award was presented to Dr. James. S. Josefson, Pro
fessor of Political Science.
The 2020 Daniel Christian Flory Award was presented to Whitney S. Smith '01, As
sistant Dean of Students for Engagement.
The 2020 Founder's Award was presented to Keon D. Nesmith '20, MSRHM '21.
Promotions and new positions:

Dr. Larry Taylor has been promoted to the rank of Professor.
Dr. Bobbi Gentry, Dr. Chris James, Dr. Yuka Kishida and Dr. Jenny Martin have
been awarded tenure and promoted to the rank of Associate Professor.
Professors Jen Babcock, Skip Burzumato and Ben Erickson have been promoted to
the rank of Senior Instructor.
Dr. Robert Hammill, Associate Professor of Health and Human Sciences, was
named Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs.
At the Center for Engaged Learning, Dr. Robert Andersen, Professor of Global
Studies, is the inaugural holder of the College's newest endowed chair: the James
0. and Sylvia Kline Bowman Chair in Creative Peacebuilding. Dr. Jill Lassiter, Associ
ate Professor of Health and Human Sciences, is the director of the Wade Institute for
Teaching and Learning, and Dr. Scott Suter, Professor of English, is director of the
Margaret Grattan Weaver Institute for Regional Culture.

Create your legacy at Bridgewater College. For more information about including
Bridgewater in your will or one of our other many planned giving options, go to

bridgewater.givingplan.net or call the Office of Institutional Advancement at

540-828-5448.
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The Return to Campus

From pivoting to remote learning in the spring to spending months planning for a new way
of life in the fall, the Bridgewater College community has shown strength and resilience in the
face of the global pandemic.
A FEW DAYS BEFORE the start of the fall semester, David

Bushman, President of Bridgewater College, was walking
to his office when he noticed something different. The
previous five months, from mid-March to mid-August, was
the longest stretch of time President Bushman had gone
in his 30-year higher education career without seeing stu
dents on campus. Even in the summer, groups of students
remain to complete research projects or take classes.
As the first wave of students returned to Bridgewater,
President Bushman realized the campus had come to life
again.
"It almost made me cry I was so happy," he said.
The COVID-19 pandemic, the largest global health crisis
witnessed in our lifetime, disrupted lives in every way
imaginable. It forced businesses and schools to shut down.
It created economic concerns as people lost their jobs.
And it limited our way of life, as we were confined to our
homes and faced with new realities each day.
As the Bridgewater College community entered into
unknown territory alongside everyone else, the administra
tion had no way of knowing if it would be successful in its
effort to bring back students, faculty and staff to campus.
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But since day one of the pandemic, the College's leader
ship team has continued to work toward its goal, as the
Bridgewater experience is rooted in learning and living in
community with one another.
"It's been good to reaffirm our commitment to the in
person experience, even if it has to look different," Presi
dent Bushman said. "That's our mission; that's what we do:'
To date, Bridgewater has not experienced the high num
bers of positive cases that even James Madison University,
its neighbor 10 miles north, has reported. BC's President
attributes the College's success so far to a multitude of
reasons, including the work done by faculty and staff in
the lead up to the return to campus, the seriousness with
which BC students have approached new rules and regu
lations and, yes, even a little bit of luck. But fortune indeed
favors the prepared, and the spring and summer months
at Bridgewater were focused on ensuring a successful
academic year this fall.
"We have navigated this effectively and well because
of the quality of the team we have at all levels," President
Bushman said. "Everybody has a role."

FEATURES

REOPENING PLANNING
The word "unprecedented" has been an oft-used de
scriptor of the global health crisis, and President Bushman
and other higher education leaders have certainly echoed
that sentiment. On March 1 1, Bridgewater College made
the decision to send students home in a rapidly changing
worldwide health environment. The initial idea was that
students would be able to return once the COVID-19 out
break had been brought under control. Five days later, the
College announced it would remain online for the remain
der of the semester.
President Bushman credits a talented leadership team,
faculty and staff with being able to respond nimbly with
limited information and to do whatever necessary to find
creative solutions to benefit all. Two of those solutions
included allowing students to choose a credit/no-credit
grading system in the spring semester and hosting a virtual
graduation to honor the Class of 2020.
The administration leadership team, academic division
heads and staff spent the summer reconfiguring classroom
and public spaces to comply with physical distancing
requirements. Classrooms and work areas were supplied with disposable masks, bottles of hand sanitizer and
buckets of disinfectant wipes. The Facilities department
added plexiglass barriers in high-traffic areas such as the
information desk in the Kline Campus Center and in the
Main Dining Hall. New traffic patterns were marked with
signage on floors, and the maximum capacity for public
areas was posted on walls. And, additional cleaning occurs
throughout the day, especially of high-touch surfaces and
bathrooms.
Another key to the College's success has been frequent
communication throughout the pandemic. A COVID-19
task force was established in March. Once the semester
ended, that group transitioned to a reopening task force,
with the goal of bringing back safely to campus staff,
faculty and students. Regular updates were sent via email,
as well as posted online at bridgewater. edu/covidl9. The
website also features a COVID-19 dashboard tracking mul
tiple data points related to COVID cases on campus.
FAQs for students, staff and general campus information
were highlighted on the website, along with information
on the federal CARES Act: Higher Education Emergency
Relief Fund grants, which awarded $575 to each Bridgewa
ter student and an additional $899,990 to the College.
The College also received a $33,000 grant from the
Virginia Foundation of Independent Colleges, which was
distributed to students with special COVID-related circum
stances, such as loss of jobs or lack of housing. In addition,
the College received a $4 .6 million Paycheck Protection
Program loan, which helped offset lost revenue from room

and board and other auxiliary fees when students pivoted
to remote learning in the spring.
President Bushman said the College's financial position
going into the pandemic was solid, and that the College
has invested wisely in the past decade, including improv
ing technology and software infrastructure and outsourc
ing dining services and custodial services to larger compa
nies.
"This moment was challenging, but we didn't get
through it by luck," he said. "We got through it because we
planned well for
lots of things a
long time ago."
Bridgewater
College faculty and staff
looked to their
counterparts at
other schools
in the state and
across the nation
for tips on best
practices and
how to navigate
uncharted ter
ritory. President
Bushman was
part of a consor
tium of Virginia
higher educa
tion leaders who
shared reopening plans and strategies for maintaining in
person operations. Additionally, the presidents of BC, JMU,
Eastern Mennonite University and Blue Ridge Community
College have been in regular communication since March.
"We're not competing with each other for the best CO
VID response, we're learning from each other," President
Bushman said.
Bridgewater College staff knew that students' decisions
to return to campus would not be made lightly, especially
with the possibility of having to pivot to remote learning
again or for students and their families who were in a high
er risk health category. Students were given the option to
learn remotely for the fall semester, as each classroom was
equipped to accommodate both in-person and remote
learners simultaneously. Of the College's total enrollment
of 1,60 1 students, 468 opted to learn remotely in the fall.
In addition, the College offered students the opportuni
ty to waive the residency requirement and live off campus
for the semester. The total number of students living on
campus this fall was about half the total student body: 877
students.

BRIDGEWATER
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"This was unprecedented in the sense of the speed with
which it happened and the attention to detail that it took to

stories of their time at Bridgewater and what makes it so
special.

be prepared to reopen," President Bushman said. "It's one

Virtual tours and Zoom sessions with high school stu

of the parts of my professional career that I'm most proud

dents also played a role in showcasing the College, and

of, that we were able to navigate through this."
Before returning to campus this year, each student

continue to be part of the Admissions office's approach to
recruitment this fall.

signed the Healthy Eagles Pledge, which stated the
student would protect themselves, their peers and the
Bridgewater community by following all health protocols,
including wearing a mask on campus and following physi
cal distancing rules. Bridgewater's testing and monitoring
of COVI D-19 is led by Health Services through its partner
ships with Carilion Clinic and the Virginia Department of
Health (VDH).
"The enthusiasm our students have for coming back,
even with classes looking different and having to socialize
in different ways, their willingness to do those things to be
here in person underscores the pride they have in their in
stitution," said Dr. Leona Sevick, Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs.
In the wake of the continuing health crisis, there is no
way to predict how the semester and the rest of the aca
demic year will unfold, but President Bushman affirms the
College has remained vigilant in monitoring the health situ
ation both on campus and in the local community, as well
as followed all state and national mandates. The College is
prepared to pivot to remote learning if necessary.
But pivoting to remote learning again, whether short
term or long term, would look vastly different from the past
spring, as the last few months have been a major period of
learning for every member of the BC community.
"One of the lessons we've learned from this is that we
actually can do this," President Bushman said. "It's like ev
erything else: You learn by doing."

ADMISSIONS: CONNECTING WITH
PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
When the pandemic struck, enrollment indicators were

Bridgewater College Senior Associate Director of Admissions Tammy
McCray, second from left, takes a prospective student and their family on
a campus tour this summer.

In-person tours resumed in July and are done one-on
one with individual families. Each family member and tour
guide wear masks the entire time, and 80 percent of the
tour takes place outdoors, to ensure adequate distancing
and to limit the time indoors together.
"Visitors have been comforted by our communication
of expectations for on-campus visits," Smith said. "People
see that we're taking every measure possible to ensure our
safety and theirs."
Another decision to aid students was the announcement
in July that the College would be shifting to a test-optional
policy for incoming students. Students may now choose
whether to submit ACT or SAT test scores when applying to

up for the 2020-21 academic year, including a higher

Bridgewater. The move, which will be in effect and evalu

number of admitted students visiting campus-many who

ated for the next three years, was something the Admis

had visited multiple times. According to Jarret Smith '03,

sions office was considering well before COVI D-19, as it

Director of Admissions, it's the on-campus visit that truly

recognizes that standardized test scores are not the primary

conveys the Bridgewater experience and generally solidi

factor determining student success. More than 1,000

fies a student's decision to attend.

four-year colleges and universities across the country have

But COVID-19 changed everything, not only by shutting

adopted this policy, including Roanoke College, James

down the campus to visitors for months, but also by alter

Madison University and Christopher Newport University in

ing the Admissions team's approach to connecting with

Virginia. Smith said the change came at just the right time,

prospective students and their families.
One creative solution was the prospective student cam
paign in which more than 100 members of the BC commu
nity-faculty, staff, alumni and student ambassadors-spent
time penning notecards, making phone calls and sending
emails to 2,500 prospective students, sharing personal

as some students have had difficulty scheduling a test due
to COVI D-19 restrictions.
"We want to meet students where they are," he said.
Going into the fall, tours on campus-both virtual and
in-person-were up 2 percent.
"I feel good about our future," Smith said.

BRIDGEWATER
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ALUMNI RELATIONS: PRESERVING
BRIDGEWATER BONDS

Unfortunately, the biggest on-campus alumni event of
the year-Homecoming-was cancelled due to safety con
cerns for both alumni and students. Horne said the campus

Bridgewater College's Alumni Relations off ice also had
to make some major pivots this year. One of the off ice's

generally welcomes back more than 1,000 alumni to cam
pus for reunion events and homecoming sporting events

biggest events is Eagles' Night Out, which draws together

during the weekend, with an estimated 1,500 to 2,500

hundreds of alumni in multiple cities across the country.

people tailgating in Mapp Field before the football game.

This year's event was held in a virtual format, with Provost

The College plans to host two SO-year reunion groups next

Sevick, Vice President of Student Life and Dean of Students

year, Class of 1970 and Class of 1971, with the opportunity

Dr. Leslie Frere and President Bushman in a panel at the

for combined events.

John Kenny Forrer Learning Commons. The livestreamed
video received more than 1,000 views. The event also

"We hope next year's Homecoming will be bigger and
better," Horne said. "It's our biggest event of the year and

featured a tour of the Learning Commons with President

we're disappointed we couldn't have it this year, but we

Bushman and Forrer Learning Commons Director Andrew

are hoping to have the opportunity to do it next year. Con

Pearson.

necting in person is the goal."

Senior Director of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving
Colby Horne said a focus on digital communications has
allowed new ways of connecting with alumni, especially

ATHLETICS: EMBRACING NEW
OPPORTUNITIES

the younger generation. Horne's team is working with the
Athletics department and chairs of each academic depart
ment to host monthly virtual events for alumni. These have
included a live Zoom event with Head Football Coach Mike
Clark and a bird-identif ication presentation from Associate Professor of Biology and Department Chair Dr. Robyn
Puffenbarger.
"These are things we wouldn't have done otherwise, and
we're thinking they will be great ways to stay connected
going forward," Horne said.
Another new program born out of the COVID-19 pan
demic is the pilot for the BC Connect Mentorship program,
which kicked off this fall. Alumni mentors are matched with
student mentees, and the pairs will meet virtually to estab

In July, the Old Dominion Athletic Conference (ODAC)

lish a relationship and discuss items such as professional

Presidents Council voted to postpone fall and winter sports

development opportunities and career goals.

until after Jan. 1, 2021, in light of the public health land

"We hope the students feel supported and are matched

scape and the unique challenges presented by athletic

up with someone who went through what they are expe

competition. At Bridgewater, that meant a non-traditional

riencing and can share advice on their career," Horne said.

approach to the sports seasons while still maintaining

"That's the beauty and benef it of Bridgewater College, that

connections between student-athletes and coaches. Each

we are small enough to have these personal connections."

sports team is practicing three days a week until Thanks-
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giving at the latest. The practice sessions take place with

Kendall said. "I think we're pretty resilient people in

individuals and small groups and are focused on strength

athletics, whether we are coaches or players. Instead of

conditioning and skill development. Student-athletes and

being worried about what we can't do, we focus on how

coaches/trainers follow both Bridgewater College and

can we move forward and make the most of the hand

NCAA COVID-19 safety guidelines during each session.

we've been dealt."

ACADEMICS: MAINTAINING THE
BRIDGEWATER EXPERIENCE

0

Watch the Jazz Ensemble perform an
outdoor concert on the campus mall this
fall at: bridgewater.edu/OutdoorConcert

The Bridgewater experience is built upon in-person
connections among faculty and students, as well as peer
to-peer interactions in the classroom. When the College
pivoted to remote learning in March, the biggest concern
academically was how to maintain that level of connection
and engagement in a remote learning environment.
"It's really given us an opportunity to train and develop

Once the decision was made to remain online for the

our student-athletes over the fall," said Athletic Director

rest of the semester, the College organized training ses

Curt Kendall '81. "In reality, coaches are getting more time

sions for faculty on how to use virtual classroom tools such

with their athletes than they did in the past."

as Zoom and Panopto (lecture-recording software), includ

The ODAC is still determining how to incorporate fall and

ing strategies for synchronous learning with an entire class

winter sports into the spring schedule. The goal, Kendall

at one time. Emily Goodwin, Director of Instructional De

said, is to hold a championship for each sport.

sign, says the Information Technology (IT) Center offered 15

"Our goal is to provide the best student-athlete experi
ence that we can while working with the guidelines we're
given," Kendall said.
Kendall said he is pleased with the preparation both
coaches and student-athletes put forth to return to campus
and reunite with their teams.
"You always teach your student-athletes to be able to
make adjustments, whether that's in a game or in life,"

training sessions for faculty in March and April.
"It was learning all the software that's available to them
and maintaining the expectations and the community feel
and the connections they already had with students for the
rest of the semester," Goodwin said.
One boon for Bridgewater was the change in online
learning systems from Moodie to Canvas in fall 2019. As
a cloud-based program, Canvas is more accessible and
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user-friendly with apps for both students and faculty. In
addition, the College has invested in shoring up its IT infra
structure, to ensure seamless operations in the wake of an
emergency.
"We were prepared for something like this, infrastruc
ture-wise," said Kristy Rhea '02, Director of Information
Technology. "The College has put the right funding into
our infrastructure, which allowed the campus to pivot to
remote learning fairly easily."
Provost Sevick had a unique vantage point during the
spring semester. Both she and President Bushman were
teaching in the spring: she, Asian American Literature, and
he, Introduction to Biology.
"It was fortunate that we were in the same predicament
as the rest of the faculty because we could anticipate some
of the issues and also empathize with the challenges of
teaching in that environment," Sevick said.
Sevick had never taught an online class before, and she
learned quickly that recreating a formal classroom environ
ment was not possible. Students were Zooming from their
bedrooms and living rooms. And some were dealing with
issues beyond school work, such as helping to take care of
younger siblings or living with family members who have
a health risk. Sevick, a practitioner of yoga for 18 years,
started incorporating breathing exercises at the beginning
of each class, as a way to help students stay focused. As the
days went on, she began leading her students through a
few yoga poses as well.
"It gave them something new and something to look
forward to," she said.
One benefit of embracing a more casual classroom envi
ronment was that some students who had previously been
less likely to speak up in class were talking more and en
gaging in new ways. Sevick also strategically employed the
use of Zoom breakout rooms, in which she could randomly
assign groups of students to discuss classroom material.

Getting out of the traditional classroom setting allowed for
new interactions.
"More than ever adaptability is the key to success in the
classroom," Sevick said.
IT's Goodwin agreed, commenting that online teaching
requires a different design in instruction and in how course
content is presented. Beyond the spring training sessions
with faculty, her team led 25 additional summer sessions
with faculty that were focused on the BC flex learning
model (a hybrid of in-person and remote learners in one
class), how to hold effective online discussions and an
overview of additional teaching resources such as Flipgrid
and Panopto.
Sevick and President Bushman met with faculty remotely
over the summer in multiple town hall sessions. The main
message was to be prepared for a new kind of teaching
and learning environment, especially the potential of go
ing all-remote, in the fall.
"It's a new kind of teaching for many of us, and the fac
ulty has been very good about retraining with goodwill,"
Sevick said. "We want to make sure we engage students,
help them learn and keep them interested in learning."
Several of the College's division heads co-led virtual
classroom simulations, with some faculty and staff in the
classroom and some participating online. The goal was to
simulate how the BC flex model would work, and to also
give faculty an overview of what the new classroom spaces
looked like.
Sevick said one of the biggest challenges was recon
figuring the College's classrooms into distanced spaces
that would allow for students to learn in person. Facilities
staff and division heads spent the summer measuring each
classroom and reconfiguring desks and furniture to allow
for physical distancing. Each classroom space was outfitted
with a web camera in anticipation of remote learners, as
well as a document camera so that professors could simul-
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taneously project something onto a classroom screen and

Puffenbarger was teaching a field-based ornithology

a Zoom screen to students at home.

class as well as molecular biology labs. Her ornithology

The College also marked for classroom use the Presi
dent's Suite, Boitnott Room, Concert Hall and Stone Chapel

classwork translated well enough to remote learning,
as students made observations in their backyards and

in the Carter Center for Worship and Music, and the audi

elsewhere. But the normally hands-on biology labs were a

torium in Cole Hall.

bit trickier. Puffenbarger created demonstration videos of

"Even though the circumstance is new, adaptability is
key," Sevick said. "Faculty understand working with stu
dents who learn in different ways and who thrive in differ
ent environments. More than ever adaptability is the key to

herself in the lab each week through Panopto and shared
them with students.
"It's like watching a chef on TV instead of doing the
cooking yourself," she said.

success in each classroom."
Dr. Christine Carrillo, Associate Professor of Music and
Department Chair, has determined how to adapt
COVID-19 protocols not only to the classroom but also
to musical practice. As COVID-19 is primarily thought to
be transmitted through aerosols, musical ensembles with
wind instruments and choral singing in enclosed spaces
were particularly worrisome. Carrillo used a scientific study
done by the University of Colorado to help determine
what the fall musical landscape at Bridgewater would look
like. As a result, Carrillo implemented several changes this
fall, including purchasing musicians' masks with slits for
mouthpieces that students wear while playing, as well as
bell covers branded with the BC logo for the end of brass
and woodwind instruments. Choral members are required
to be spaced out 12 feet apart in the Concert Hall and wear
masks throughout the duration of a practice. Carrillo also
limited the number of students in the Symphonic Band
to only 10 to 15 students playing together at a time, and

The Jazz Ensemble performed an outdoor concert on the campus mall
Oct. l.

established additional chamber music quintets and small
ensembles to give students additional group performance

A hallmark of the Bridgewater experience is gaining

outlets. One-on-one applied lesson music instruction takes

hands-on laboratory knowledge as an undergraduate,

place both through Zoom and in person.

Puffenbarger said. When BC students go on to graduate

"The students have been exceptionally resilient through
all of this," Carrillo said. "I know it's not an ideal learning
environment for music, yet they've all come together and
realized we're doing the best we can."
No indoor public musical events will take place on cam

school, they often have more direct lab experience than
their counterparts from larger schools.
"One of the things I've always been excited about is we
have the opportunity to see students in labs," Puffenbarger
said. "It's a different way to get to know them, and we can

pus this fall, although Carrillo is planning a few outdoor

work on techniques they can use to move forward in their

performances for those on campus, such as the Oct. 1

careers."

mini concert the Jazz Ensemble gave on the campus mall.

In preparation for the fall, Puffenbarger purchased four

She knows the importance of musicians not only con

simulated biology labs from a company called Sim Bio, so

necting with each other but bringing music to the whole

that she could provide as close to an in-person lab experi

community.
"Seeing the returning students meet all the new students
and watching those relationships grow through music is

ence as possible if the College pivoted to all-remote learn
ing. She brainstormed ways her genetics lab could func
tion as a take-home lab for remote learners. For in-person

just heartwarming for me. The exciting part about plan

lab work, students wear masks and add face shields if

ning this summer has been finding ways to keep people

needed. And web cameras in the lab are used to demon

engaged in music safely, and I think we've found a lot of

strate experiments to remote learners.

good ways to do it," Carrillo said.
The sciences are another area of instruction with signifi
cant changes due to COVID-19. In the spring, Dr. Robyn
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"This is definitely something new, but could be very use
ful in the future," Puffenbarger said.
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STUDENT LIFE: REIMAGINING ENGAGEMENT

for Student Life and Dean of Students.
Whitney Smith '01, Assistant Dean of Students, led the
charge in reimagining summer orientation from in-person
sessions to online sessions for incoming students and their
families.
Student Life began a pro-social media campaign this
summer to share with students the expectations regarding
mask-wearing and social distancing, as well as why each
measure keeps the BC community safe. Coordinator of
Student Engagement and Leadership Sam Schlernitzauer
worked with the Office of Marketing and Communications
to produce a video that walked students through spaces
on campus to show them what campus life would look and
feel like upon their return.
For move-in, each student signed up for a designated
one-hour time slot in which they and one guest could
move in their belongings.

When the College pivoted to remote learning in the

All Welcome Week activities, including educational

spring, the main focus for the Department of Student Life

sessions, a movie and a virtual Welcome to the College

was the well-being of students. Students were navigating

event, were held outdoors via large screens set up on the

life in a global pandemic while still processing the loss of

mall and in front of the McKinney Center. Students were

their college experience, especially seniors. They had to

required to wear masks and maintain physical distancing at

leave their friends, mentors and jobs or internships, and

all events.

return home to finish out the semester.
The department maintained its focus on engagement
with students throughout the semester and during the
summer by embracing the virtual format and continuing
to offer events such as Desserts with the Dean and virtual

"We're doing the best we can, whether on campus or
virtual, so that students can still call it the Bridgewater expe
rience," Frere said.
This fall, students have been encouraged to be outside
as much as possible, whether studying in a small group or

bingo. In April, Student Life recruited staff members from

socializing with friends. And Student Life events are offered

other departments to help call every returning student

both in-person and virtually.

to check in and see how they were doing. In addition,

"This really transformed the future of higher education in

Counseling Services staff stayed in touch with students

terms of how we do things and approach things," Whitney

throughout the spring, summer and fall, and began offer

Smith said. "It catapulted us into a new normal, and I think

ing additional remote group sessions.

some of these things will exist even after all of this. I think

"I think what we do really well at BC is placing our impor
tance on community," said Dr. Leslie Frere, Vice President

it was a good reminder to think creatively and be highly
adaptable."
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Professors Embrace Technology
as a Means of Staying Connected
VIRTUAL CLASSROOMS PROVIDE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY

Jenifer Lantz '20 and Dr. Jennie Carr wore their academic regalia for a virtual send off.

THROUGHOUT HER 15-YEAR reaching career,Associ
are Professor of Education Dr. Jennie Carr '05 has embraced
technology in the classroom in a variety of forms, and has
written numerous publications on the ways she has integrat
ed digital resources into her reaching. Bur even with a solid
background in the digital sphere, Carr was apprehensive ar
first about moving ro a distance learning model during the
spring semester. Ir didn't rake long-24 hours-before she
had accepted the challenge and developed a strategy for
adapri ng her classroom ro a virtual reality.
During a Zoom call with her students Monday, March 16
(the first day of distance learning), Carr revealed her plan
for syllabi changes and assignment adJusrmenrs, includ
ing simulcasting her lectures and moving her classes ro an
asynchronous, one-on-one format ro provide the highest
degree of flexibility for her students. She also made sure to
listen ro student feedback and concerns.
"Ir was really important for me to have them weigh in
because this is a mutual experience," she said.
During a normal semester, Carr uses a rexr app ro com
municate with her students. This practice became critical
during distance learning, as Carr rexred her students twice
a week ro send assignmenr reminders and ro check in.
Sometimes she received a simple thumbs up as a reply,
bur other rimes students asked to speak ro her directly, so
they could share how they were feeling. The asynchronous
format also required an increased number of individual
20
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meetings so Carr could provide feedback on assignments
and capstone prOJecrs.
"Care is the cornerstone of my reaching philosophy," Carr
said.
Because so many students, especially senior student
teachers, were disappointed with the changes ro the
semester, Carr employed several ways of giving them a
proper sendoff. For one, she dressed in her academic
regalia and rook grad uarion photos with seniors via Zoom.
She also scheduled a "Desserts with Dr. Carr" event, in
which her students signed on ro Zoom one ar a rime ro
say goodbye. In addition, she used the virtual discussion
board platform Flipgrid, so that seniors could record video
messages ro their classmates ro share their future plans and
favorite moments from their rime ar Bridgewater.
"I wanted my students to feel like they got the chance ro
say goodbye," she said "Thar was really important ro me."
Going forward, Carr says being flexible is key. She plans
to provide options for assig nmenrs for both in-person and
distance learners, and says integrating alternative methods
such as simulations and videos may need ro be utilized ro
replace in-person student-reaching experiences.
"Virtual learning is likely ro be commonplace within
education for the foreseeable future, and so we're going
ro need ro train our reacher candidates ro feel confident
reaching in a remote environment," Carr said "No program
has ever instructed on how ro reach during a pandemic."
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When Assistant Professor of English Dr. Sam Hamilton got the news the College
would be moving to distance learning for the rest of the spring semester, his initial
concern was for his first-year students. Hamilton was teaching two sections of a first
year writing seminar, and he knew how critical it was for students with only one se
mester of college under their belt to remain connected to campus and each other.
When the 9/11 attacks occurred, Hamilton was a freshman at Indiana University
of Pennsylvania, in Indiana County, Pa. Talking face-to-face with his peers helped
him process his feelings about the life-altering event, and he was intent on help
ing to foster that connectedness among his students. For one, Hamilton moved all
of his classes to an asynchronous format. Conversations with his students centered
on classwork as well as the larger landscape of coping with the COVI D-19 crisis. He
also changed writing assignments to be more reflection-based instead of argu
ment-based, to give students a chance to put their feelings about current events on
paper. Hamilton completed each assignment alongside his students and shared his
thoughts with them.
Hamilton, the director of the Master of Arts in Digital Media Strategy (MOMS)
program, also allowed his students to break out of the traditional pen-and-paper
mode and turn their assignments into podcasts, videos and any media format with
which they were comfortable. Surprisingly, he
said several students who were reluctant to
share in a typical class environment were turning
in 20-minute reflective videos.
"My students were sharing incredible things,
which I was so thankful for," Hamilton said. "They
felt, in some ways, liberated to share things with
me they wouldn't have otherwise."
The global pandemic in which the majority of
people were working from home and commu
nicating electronically served to underscore two
of Bridgewater's academic offerings, Hamilton
said: the MOMS program and the professional
writing major.
"The thing that has been underlined for me
is the importance of the interdisciplinary work
I do in both the professional writing program
and the MOMS program and why students need
to know how to write, because sometimes you
might not be face-to-face with someone to
explain what you mean," he said. "Writing happens in myriad different mediums: It's
happening online, it's happening in the scripting you do for a YouTube video or in
an email."
One of Hamilton's own reflections during the spring semester was shared on the
MOMS lnstagram page. In it, Hamilton directly addressed his students on Day 12
of distance learning and told them how much he missed them, and commended
them for their bravery, intelligence, thoughtfulness and resiliency.
His love letter to students ended with one of his oft-quoted references to Kurt
Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five: "Be kind, babies." Looking back, Hamilton said
those words are perhaps even truer today than they were months ago.
"One of the things I was thinking about was the importance of connection and
how to remain connected and what that means," Hamilton said. "And I wanted to
make sure my students knew I was thinking about them, because I was deeply con
cerned about their well-being."

0

SCREEN TEAM
During quarantine, Hamilton
got to check something off his
bucket list: Start a podcast. At
first, Hamilton thought he'd cre
ate one centered on being an
English professor but thought the
content might not have a broad
enough appeal. He realized that
the prompts he asks his stu
dents before class, what he calls
Attendance Questions ("Who
would win in a fight: a T-Rex or
an Abominable Snowman?" and
"What's your favorite album?"),
would be the perfect icebreak
ers with his BC colleagues. The
questions are what Hamilton
calls "academic discourse light"
and are designed to encourage
people to adopt a stance and
defend it.
During the month of May,
Hamilton recorded 12 video
interviews with BC faculty and
staff via Zoom for his "vlogcast,"
and he released one interview
a week throughout the summer
on his personal social media
accounts.
The intention behind the inter
views was to provide content
to promote connections in the
BC community during the time
between the academic years. But
Hamilton soon realized an unin
tended benefit: how much he
and his colleagues were learning
about each other.
"I feel more connected and
closer to a lot of my colleagues
than I did beforehand," he said.

Watch Assistant Professor of English Dr. Sam Hamilton's love letter to his students at:
instagram.com/mdmsatbc
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AS THE U.S. NAVAL HOSPITAL SHIP Comfort pulled into the New York City
harbor, its passengers were greeted by people cheering enthusiastically and wav
ing handheld American flags from the shore. It was March 30, 2020, and 60,000
people in the largest city in the U.S. had contracted the COVID-19 virus. About
775 of those people had died. City hospitals were overwhelmed with coronavirus
cases on top of providing regular medical care.
But help had just arrived in the form of a 1,000-bed floating hospital.
Jennifer "Jenn" Cahill '12, who received her bachelor of science in biology from
Bridgewater, was one of the proud Navy medical professionals aboard the ship.
Cahill, who grew up in a Navy family, always knew she wanted to join the service,
but was turned down for the Navy's nursing program her senior year of college
because her grades weren't high enough. Undeterred, Cahill went on to attend
Marymount University's accelerated nursing program from 2012-13. She graduated
with her bachelor's in nursing. Her dream was to work as a cardiac surgery scrub
nurse in the operating room, but a second Navy recruiter told her there was no
guarantee she'd work in the OR or intensive care unit.
So, she worked her way up the medical ladder, starting as a cardiothoracic step
down nurse at the University of Virginia Hospital, in Charlottesville, Va., followed
by time working in the ICU and at a small outpatient surgery center also in Charlot
tesville. Then for two years she worked in the OR at George Washington Hospital
in Washington, D.C.
For the third time in five years, Cahill contacted a Navy recruiter. This time, with
three years' operating room experience under her belt, she got the answer she
always wanted.

"There are a lot of
unknowns, but at the
end of the day, the
desire to care for those
in need is what comes
first. This is the exact
kind of mission and
reason why I not only
became a nurse, but a
Navy nurse."
- Jenn Cahill '12

Cahill received her Navy acceptance letter in February 2018 and arrived Sept. 19,
2018, at the Naval Medical Center in Portsmouth, Va. to report for duty.
"I'm extremely excited and feel blessed to have been chosen to represent Navy
nursing on this mission to help those in need," she said. "It's a very stressful time for
everyone in our nation and around the world. Right now, being able to do any
thing to help manage the COVID-19 pandemic is what I know I'm meant to do."
The USNS Comfort was stationed in NYC from March 30 to May 1, 2020. During
that time, the hospital treated 182 patients. Originally commissioned to only treat
patients who tested negative for the coronavirus, the hospital eventually switched
gears to allow COVID-19 positive patients to be treated onboard.
"There are a lot of unknowns, but at the end of the day, the desire to care for those
in need is what comes first," Cahill said. "This is the exact kind of mission and reason
why I not only became a nurse, but a Navy nurse."
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Early in the days of adjusting to
distance learning and working from
home, Dr. Christine Carrillo, Associate
Professor of Music at Bridgewater
College, saw musical groups putting
together performances online.
Participants recorded videos at home
by themselves, but the editing process
resulted in an entire ensemble singing
together in beautiful harmony. She
was inspired to do something similar
at BC and felt the obvious choice
was "Bridgewater Fair," the College's
alma mater, originally written by John
Wayland in 1902.
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"I wanted to help our students still feel connected to each
other," Carrillo said. "Then I thought, 'What if we added in
anyone who wanted to participate?' Faculty, alumni ..." Carrillo
posted an announcement on the Bridgewater College Music
Facebook page and emailed current students, faculty, alumni
and anyone she could think of who might be interested.
The response was immediate and enthusiastic, with more
than 100 volunteers initially. Carrillo contacted the Bridgewater
College Office of Marketing and Communications to figure out
the technical side of putting the clips together and asked Lacey
Johnson '07, Instructor of Music and frequent choral accompa
nist, to record herself playing the music on the piano.
In the end, 63 singers were included in the final video, which

was posted on BC's social media channels on April 13. Just
10 days later the video had reached more than 28,000
people on Facebook with nearly 7,000 engagements. It
was easily the College's most popular social media post in
2020 to date.
Senior music major Jenna Hallock '20 recorded from her
home, along with her grandmother, mother, father and
older sister, all of whom are BC alumni. "I just think it was
a really great way to show how Bridgewater is still being a
community, even when we're apart," she said.
Johnson said she was delighted to see "Dr. [Jesse] Hop
kins and all the alumni I hadn't seen in so long" in the final
video. As the pianist, she set the tempo for the recording
and was a critical component of getting everyone united

on the same key and timing. Matthew Cosner, Photogra
pher and Digital Content Creator in the Office of Market
ing and Communications, said it was his first experience
editing a virtual music ensemble, but he loved the work of
piecing it together and making sure the tracks lined up.
Carrillo said she was thrilled with the way the video
turned out and the response it received. She thought it
lifted everyone's spirits, especially the current students
finishing out the semester remotely.
"Bridgewater Fair" gave alumni and students a way to
come together at a time when people felt isolated and
provided a way for them to be a part of something bigger
than themselves.
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BC alumnus creates close bonds
with international students
IT'S AN I DEAL PLACE to spend your days during a time
of social distancing and staying close to home. Sam Zigler
'68 and his wife, Sharon Kalbarczyk, live on 30 acres outside
of Frederick, Md., in the small town of Middletown. Zigler,
a retired Johns Hopkins professor and protein chemist
for the National Eye Institute, now raises beef cattle with a
neighbor. He tends his vegetable garden and has recently
started raising hens.
But Zigler hasn't been spending his days alone. During the COVID-19 pandemic, he opened up his home to
Anh Nguyen '20 and Syrga Kanatbek kyzy '19, both former

Anh Nguyen '20, Sharon Kalbarczyk and Sam Zigler '68 spent time to
gether making meals and doing projects around the home.

international students at Bridgewater. Kanatbek kyzy first
stayed with the couple for a year as a high school ex
change student (she's from Kyrgyzstan), and maintained a
close relationship with them while she attended Bridgewa
ter College. She introduced Zigler and his wife to Nguyen,
and both students have become "like family," Zigler says,
after spending several holiday breaks at their home.
When the pandemic hit, Nguyen was faced with a dif
ficult decision: return home to Vietnam or stay in the U.S.
After graduation, she planned to attend Brandeis University
to get her master's in sustainable international develop
ment, and was concerned if she returned to Vietnam she
may not be able to fly back to the U.S. in the fall for gradu
ate school. She decided to finish her last semester at BC
on campus, but needed a place to stay over the summer.
Zigler and Kalbarczyk, who said yes right away, were the
first people she thought to call.
"I received tremendous support that I never thought
I could have asked for from anybody that is not blood
26
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related," Nguyen said. "They've definitely become my
American family here."
While finishing out the semester on campus, Nguyen
fell into a new routine with a handful of other international
students who also stayed to complete their studies. They
studied at the John Kenny Forrer Learning Commons dur
ing the day and often made dinner together at night.
She also received offers of help, such as a ride to the
grocery store, from many members of the BC community
faculty, staff and alumni-she had met over the years.
"It was a powerful moment of connection," Nguyen said.
"I realized I had this huge, extensive support network in
Bridgewater."
Distance learning was a huge hurdle for Nguyen, who
said in-person interactions with her classmates and profes
sors were the best part about college. One way she stayed
connected was holding virtual study sessions with her for
mer roommate Joan Lee '20, as well as maintaining weekly
Zoom meetings with the Dialogue Club.
Graduation was another loss for Nguyen, who was
looking forward to walking across the stage to receive her
diploma and celebrating with her peers. However, she
did watch the virtual graduation online, as did her family
in Vietnam. She received an excited text from her parents
when her name flashed across the screen. Nguyen said she
appreciated the opportunity to connect with the College
one last time as a student.
This summer, Nguyen pitched in at the couple's home to
tend the garden, help with the cooking and build a yard
for the chickens in between taking some online courses.
Zigler and Kalbarczyk have hosted seven exchange
students throughout the years, and have traveled to almost
every student's home country. They've made lifelong
friends with the students and their families.
Nguyen will no doubt be one of those students. She
plans to stay in touch with the couple throughout her time
at Brandeis as well as after she starts her career. Her goal
is to work with marginalized groups, possibly in her home
country.
"I'm very grateful they took me in as one of their chil
dren," Nguyen said. "It felt like I had a second home. To
feel at ease knowing that I had somebody to support me
really made a difference in the experience of studying and
living in the U.S."

Left: The staff of The Philomathean Monthly in 1918-19. Right: Photo from M. Irene "Sandy" Sanderson Beahm's photo album, taken during the scarlet
fever quarantine of the 1940s. (Photos courtesy of BC Special Collections)

From the BC Archives

Past disease outbreaks reveal the College's reliance on close connections
BY STEPHANIE S. GARDNER, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
LIBRARIAN
This spring's COVID-19 pandemic was not the first time
Bridgewater College responded to such a situation with
resolve and resiliency. Glimpses into Bridgewater College's
Special Collections tell how Eagles met infectious diseases
of the past with bravery, community spirit and humor.
The first test of College mettle came in 1884. Historian
Francis F. Wayland wrote that the Virginia Normal School
(Bridgewater College's predecessor) was closed most of
March 1884 due to an outbreak of scarlet fever. (Scarlet
fever is a bacterial illness now treated by antibiotics.)
We know more about the history of scarlet fever at
Bridgewater College from the papers and photo album
of the late M. Irene "Sandy" Sanderson Beahm and stories
collected from the late Hardenia Click Zigler. Both women
were students at Bridgewater College during the early
years of World War II and graduated in 1944.
Zigler and Beahm were part of a close group of friends
at BC whom Zigler said always "stuck together." They were
such good friends, in fact, that when one of the women
was quarantined with scarlet fever, the whole group went
to visit her. While viewing Beahm's photograph album,
Zigler laughed at the memory of all of the women hiding in their friend's closet. They must have been caught,
however, because Zigler said they all ended up in quar
antine together. (The student with scarlet fever made a full
recovery.)
At least one photograph of the friends happily relaxing
in loungewear while isolated together appears in Beahm's
photograph album. Beahm wrote that snacking was a huge
part of quarantine life (some things don't change!), and
Zigler recalled that potato chips and sour pickles were two
of their favorites.
Although scarlet fever was a threat of the past, COVID-19
is most often compared with the 1918 "Spanish" flu pan
demic. At least 50 million people worldwide died from the

flu, with young people among the highest casualty rates.
Around 16,000 Virginians are believed to have perished
from the illness.
How did Bridgewater College survive then? Remark
ably well, it seems. We have a firsthand glimpse of life
at Bridgewater College during that time thanks to The
Philomathean Monthly, the student literary anthology. Be
fore the establishment of The B.C. Bee newspaper in 1925,
The Philomathean Monthly covered campus news.
In late September and October 1918, Bridgewater Col
lege physician Dr. John D. Miller lectured in convocations
at Bridgewater College on the increasing threat of the flu.
Though he talked about the history and spread of the ill
ness, his main focus was on preventive measures. Health
hygiene education was the ongoing focus for Miller during
his long tenure at Bridgewater College.
Classes were cancelled for three weeks in October 1918
due to the prevalence of the flu. Some holidays, including
Christmas vacation, were cut out or cut shorter to make up
for the lost instruction time. The fall term closed two days
later than originally planned and the spring term started
early, according to the December 1918 Bridgewater
College Bulletin. The campus was again locked down in
January 1919, when the flu became prevalent in the town
of Bridgewater.
In November 1918, The Philomathean Monthly editors
wrote that nearly 80 percent of the students at the College
escaped the virus and none of the students who con
tracted it fell seriously ill. The December 1918 Bridgewater
College Bulletin reported: "There were not more than a few
dozen cases among the students."
Bridgewater College had built and furnished a modern
two-story infirmary in 1916 with funds from the Alumni
Association. Students infected with the flu were promptly
isolated there. The new infirmary had a suite for a specially
trained nurse who worked alongside Miller and Yount Hall
matron Mary S. Barnes to care for the ill during the 1918
pandemic.
BRIDGEWATER
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Like Beahm and her quarantined friends in the 1940s,
the 1918-1919 Bridgewater College students seemed to
have relied on their social connections and good humor to
combat the boredom and stress of isolation. "Although we
have been quarantined ... we are by no means lonesome
..." wrote the editors of the January 1919 The Philomathean
Monthly. Campus news told of how female students
hosted a social event to entertain their peers. Healthy
students enjoyed each other's company within the campus
lockdown, though then, as now, the status of athletics was
undetermined. The College's popular annual Bible Institute
was cancelled that year.
Although nobody on campus died from the 1918 influ
enza epidemic, sadly, some members of the extended
Bridgewater College family did succumb. The December
1918 Bridgewater College Bulletin contains a memorial
page, including the names of four College associates who
died that October.
Carey F. Miller, a 1912 Bridgewater business course
graduate, died from flu-related pneumonia Oct. 14, 1918,
while serving as a hospital apprentice during World War I
at the Hampton Roads Naval Base. He was posthumously
awarded the Navy Cross for working diligently to care for
other flu patients at the hospital where he later died. Miller,
a Bridgewater farmer, had enlisted in the United States
Naval Reserve in June 1918 (see story below).

Flora Good Wampler graduated from the Bridgewater
College music teachers course in 1901 and piano course in
1902. She briefly taught instrumental music at Bridgewater
College from 1903-1904. She was also the daughter and
wife of Bridgewater College professors. Wampler headed
the Bridgewater branch of the Red Cross at the time of her
death at age 35.
Robert Linwood Kendig of Stuarts Draft, Va., was likely a
student at Bridgewater College around 1907. He was the
son of an influential early Bridgewater College Trustee,
the Rev. Emanuel D. Kendig. Robert had married the year
before he died. A son, also named Robert, was born six
weeks before the elder Kendig died at 29.
Nettie M. Waggy Bennett, wife of Isaac Bennett, also a
BC graduate, was 24 when she succumbed to the flu. Like
Kendig, she had a young son at the time of her death.
Sadly, the preceding and following months brought
even more losses off campus, both from the war and from
the pandemic.
Those were certainly difficult times, but throughout
it all, Bridgewater College remained solid. And our his
tory shows that it was close community connections that
provided much needed strength and support. Eagles got
through those hard times by relying on each other, and we
will undoubtedly do the same.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
Carey Francis Miller, "Cay" to his friends at Bridgewater College, was a native of the Bridgewater, Va., area.
He was born in July 1893, the son of local farmer Eugene X. Miller and his wife, Elizabeth Bowman Miller.

In 1904, Miller and his brother, Houston, were listed as students in the English-scientific course at the
Bridgewater Academy, a college preparatory school that operated at Bridgewater College until 1924. Miller
was admitted to the academy as a special non-degree seeking student.

Carey Miller

Miller graduated from the Bridgewater College business course of the College's Commercial Department
in 1912. The 1911-12 College catalog also records Miller as enrolled in the shorthand and typing course.
Miller's friends spoofed his rural upbringing and jovial personality in his Bridgewater College senior profile.
The word "nonsense" was used more than once by his classmates to describe young Miller.

After finishing his studies at Bridgewater College, Miller went to work on his father's farm for several years. But the advent of
World War I ignited Miller's patriotic duty, as he enrolled in pharmacy school with plans to perform military medical work. After
graduating from the Medical College of Virginia's two-year pharmacy program in June 1918, Miller enlisted in the U.S. Naval
Reserve in Norfolk, Va.

The young business graduate worked as a Hospital Apprentice First Class, U.S. Navy at the Hampton Roads Naval Base hospital.
He was noted for working tirelessly day and night among those who had fallen ill with influenza. Sadly, Miller himself contracted
the virus, and he died at the hospital, early in the morning on Oct. 14, 1918-just four months after he began his service. Accord
ing to College historian Francis F. Wayland, Miller was the third Bridgewater College man to lose his life in WWI service.
Miller's work took substantial courage. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates the 1918-1920 influenza pan
demic caused about 675,000 U.S. deaths and more than 50 million deaths worldwide. Hardest hit were healthy young adults,
among whom the flu caused devastating pneumonia and cardiovascular damage. Then, as now, many medical workers were
overwhelmed. According to the Naval History and Heritage Command, 5,027 U.S. Navy personnel died of the illness.

Though Miller was a civilian, the U.S. government honored him posthumously by awarding him the Navy Cross for his distin
guished service. Miller was one of only seven individuals to receive this honor for work in Naval hospitals during the 1918-20 flu
pandemic. And he was the only apprentice among the group of military and medical professionals to receive the award.

- By Stephanie S. Gardner. Information compiled by Morgan Pendleton '15
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Bridgewater Connect is the official networking platform for
Bridgewater College and enables you to:

RECONNECT

Find classmates, learn about their careers, and re-engage with them.

SUPPORT SENIORS

Connect with, be a mentor to, and employ our graduating seniors.

EXPAND

Leverage and build up your professional network by introducing yourself to
other Eagles in your field.

GET AHEAD

Advance your career through access to exclusive opportunities.

Visit bridgewaterconnect.com and start your
journey with us today!

SOARING SUCCESS:

HOMECOMING
WEEKEND 2019

The campus was flooded with familiar faces
Oct.18-20, 2019, as alumni returned to Bridgewater
for a weekend packed with events.A new event in
2019 was the spirited BC Bash on the Campus Mall,
which capped Saturday's activities.
After COVID-19 forced the cancellation of
Homecoming this fall, Bridgewater plans to host
twice the number of classes in reunion in a large
celebration in 2021. Stay tuned for more information!
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CLASS OF 1949
Roy Sellers, Helen Emswiler Gangwer
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CLASS OF 1964
Row 1: Carolyn Fifer Seilhamer,
Judy Nolen Henneberger,
Susan Frantz Clark, Carolyn
Petcher Wiles, Donna Spitler
Swartz, Dorothy Hollenberg
Light, Larry Huffman
Row 2: Dan Bly, Dorsey Wittig,
Gracie Byrne Summers,
Sheldon Summers
Row 3: Delmer Botkin, Larry
Seilhamer, Hobert Harvey, Bill
Sar
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CLASS OF 1954
Betty Naff Caricofe, Elizabeth Shaver Wray, John Layman, Marian Sadd
Layman, Priscilla Wakeman Wampler, Paul Wampler

CLASS OF 1959
Row 1: Loyce Guy Hayslett,
Violet "Vi" Siron Cox, Mary Edith
Lease Hallock, Mary Jo Sheets
Mitchell, Margaret Wampler
Thomason, Christine Miller
Cole, Bob Compher
Row 2: Leann Myers Cloud,
Joe Kinzie, Jerry Wampler,
Sue Rosseter Murray, Delores
Hilbert Simmons
Row 3: Ron Cox, John Garber,
Tom Myers

CLASS OF 1969
Row 1: Linda Andes-Georges, Mary Crummett Eger, Lois Schubel Culhane, Judy Duffer Roop, Carolyn Hupman Beach, Carol Bucher Bechtler,
Connie Wineland, Judy Kavanaugh Minnick, Nancy DeBerry Sweet, Barbara Turner Swanson, Betsy Turner Finch
Row 2: Fred Hollen, Bev Siple Ellis, Marty Stover Barlow, Susan Monger Shifflett, Janet Simpson Zigler, Ann Miller, Anna Mae Donley Harmon, Gene
RidderWhite, Carol Atkins Gaddes, Jean Buckner Pryor
Row 3: Bruce Hart, Ina Fitzwater Baker, Jane Zigler Fulk, Terry Morton Boyle, Karen Harken Fairchilds, Carolyn Ringgold, Pam Sullivan Upperman,
Cindy Bendell Root, Ginger Harden
Row 4: Paul Marecki, Nelda Pollard Marecki, Karen Muntain Dize, Pat Crabill Rosser, Joe Powell, Art Fitchett, Paul Staufer, Nina Miller Arnett, Colleene
Woomer
Row 5: Ron Messersmith, Byron Brill, Mike Mastropaolo, Charles Hagedorn, Abe Evans, Judith Ballard Ely, Mike Ely
Row 6: Dick Stutzman, Zeke Litten, Claude Simmons, Robert Alley, MikeWard
Row 7: TerryWesthafer, Mike Trout, George Nipe, John Loving, Byron Wolfe, Charlie Mason

CLASS OF 1974
Row 1: Bo Trumbo, Betty Wright Wade, Gerri
Garber Rigney, Rick Claybrook
Row 2: Mike Arnette, Jeff Heppard
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CLASS OF 1979
Row 1: Sherri Bittner Kroh I, Pam
Kline Wolfe, Pamela Crouse
Ulrich, Janet Schwartz Light,
Julie Henry Lipscomb, Suzanne
Artz Mel lwee
Row 2: Pamela Miller Mumper,
Kathy Hiler, Beth Vaccaro Pease,
Ted Barker, Ellen Burkholder
Miller, Beverly Smith Butterfield,
Robbie Miller
Row 3: Jeff Postans, Jim Tucker,
Alice Ryan, Kevin Harris, Randy
Peck, Andy Royer
Row 4: Chuck Benson, Jonathan
Lyle, George Mason, Bob
Blades, John Nixon
Row 5: Vern Ulrich, Jim
Mumper
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CLASS OF 1984
Row 1: Lisa Perry, Leslie Beckley Bates, Luann Ashton Paul, Amy Dawson Finley, Tim Finley
Row 2: Lisa Staley Oleskie, Martha Kline Allen, Denise Eller Saunders, Stephanie Bishop McFadden, Lisa Long, Deanna Dinkel
Bowe, Mike Quinto
Row 3: Robin Wright Lavinder, Bill Hudson, Ken Henson, Dennis Wakeman, Rebecca Thornett Shomo, Jeff Rohaley, Hal Duff
Row 4: Gene Straley, Jimmy Nichols
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CLASS OF 1989
Row 1: Leslie Mohler, Sara
Stump Potvin, Jenny Foster
King, Melissa Torbert Freestone,
Shelly King
Row 2: Shelly Anderson Gum,
Rebecca Hutchison, Anita
Bush Helm, Teresa Glick, Angie
Breidenstine, Amy Wagner
Herman
Row 3: Lester Herman, Gregory
Gum, Brad Archer, Jay Cline,
Ken Williams
Row 4: Doug Potvin, Greg
Ecroyd, Pat Shiflet, Rich
Whitmore, Brian Bosley

CLASS OF 1994
Row 1: Stephanie Lickey Lilly,
Kelly Ellis Bailey, Beth Gammon
Alvis, Katrina Parker Rubio,
Susan Staley
Row 2: Sarah Davis, Craig
Payne, Denise Miller Shiflet,
Rich Lloyd
Row 3: Ellen Hicks, Allen
Swearengin, Donnie Coleman,
Paul Hickerson

CLASS OF 1999
Row 1: Maria Dove Osinkosky,
Tammy Loy Steele, Kathy
High Blouch, Meredith Hall
Moomaw, Amy Johnson
Hutcherson, Kara Staufer Brush,
Jonathan Brush
Row 2: Larenda Ridley Miller,
Hailea Walls Cole, Sam Moretz,
Kim Workman Saunders, Emily
Fagan Reedy
Row 3: Beth Nolen Ash-Conklin,
Rich Vallaster, Amy Lanham
Radion, Ray Sterner, Stephanie
Foltz Slater, Lisa Utterback
Higgins, Nathan Shonk
Row 4: Kristen Stovenour
Smith, Tonya Walker Williams,
Emily Simmons Wood, Chastity
Shaffer Whitaker, Matthew
Whitaker
BRIDGEWATER
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CLASS OF 2004
Row 1: Faith Patterson, Diana
Wyant Craver, Melissa Short,
Jennifer Holder Lucas, Nicole Farr
Gray, Kathleen Mitchell Cebo, Jon
Puvak
Row 2: Marta Grove Walton, Kevin
Geisert, Sarah Yingling Kolbe,
Daryl Funk, Shay McNeil, Steward
White
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CLASS OF 2009
Row 1: Curtis Bradley, Nathan Gamble, Madison McElmurray Gamble, Stephanie David, Stefanie Strosnider Basalik, Nadia Gully,
Brandi Berry
Row 2: Sarah Hoover Rhodes, Caity Butler, Autumn Bare Barnett, Kendra Gillgren, Lauren O'Neill Suchan, Kim Forbes Mellinger
Row 3: Nicole Engel Robertson, Joseph Spinelli, Kari Thorstenson Darsch, Kevin McDonald, Cristal McDonald, Andy Duffey
Row 4: Jeffery Dallas, Whitney Hobson, Natalia Corretjer-Landing Cecil, Kris Cecil, Heidi Brunner
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CLASS OF 2014
Row 1: Kelsey Adams Foster, Erin Gardner, Victoria Wilson Najjar, Amanda Harpine, Amy Tullington Jones, Carin Brown, Hannah
Dove, Brandy Brode, Holly Donahue Veenis, Drew Veenis, William Canter, Jillian Jones
Row 2: Meredith Reynolds, Anna Lane Mongold, John Goulart, Tracy Reed, Corley Tweedy
Row 3: Leslie Allen Farrell, Ashley Ellis, Jenny Evans, Cassee Clark, Stephanie Breen, Danielle Vincent Hartberger, Joanna Caples
Row 4: Ben Martindell, Jessica Blosser Stone, Logan Eliassen, Troy Jackson, Carissa Cheatham Sellick, Mary Ballard

I

CLASS OF 2019
Michael Davis, Taylor Berard, Chris
Cordasco
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1941

Hazel Clark Turner of Gilbertville, Mass.,
celebrated her 100th birthday in April
2019.

1964

Dr. Frank Wiseman of Georgetown, Ky.,
was presented with the Albert Nelson
Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award by
Marquis Who's Who, which recognized
him as a leader in the field of chemistry. He was a professor and chair of the
department of chemistry at Georgetown
College, where he received the Cawthorn
Teaching Award in 1989. In 2006, he was
presented with the Carnegie Foundation
United States Professor of the Year Award.
He retired in 2014 and was granted
emeritus status.

1965

In September 2019, Nathan Miller of
Bridgewater, Va., was recognized by the
Elkton Town Council for his 50 years of
service in the field of law. He has been
serving as Elkton's attorney since 2000.
At the age of 76, Miller has no plans to
retire and looks forward to any challenges
that his clients might have. "As long as I
am healthy and my mind is still in good
shape, I will continue to practice," he said.

1968

Lilchy Huffman

of Staunton, Va.,
was crowned
Ms. Virginia
Senior America
2019 on July 6,
2019. The Ms.
Senior America
program honors
women who
have reached
the "Age of Elegance," those who are 60
or older. The contestants competed in a

Alumni News,
Stories and Photos

judge's interview, recited their philosophy
of life, presented a talent and modeled an
evening gown. She represented Virginia
at the Ms. Senior America Pageant in At
lantic City, N.J., in October 2019. Huffman
received an M.Ed. from the University of
Virginia and taught home economics for
33 years.

1969

Upon graduating from Bridgewater
College, Todd Martin Mooney headed
to Greene County, Va., and immediately
accepted a job as Head Coach of the
new football program at William Monroe
High School. He started with a team of
boys-many who had never played foot
ball-and, in 1991, his team won the state
championship. He retired from coaching
in 1999 with more than 160 wins. In 2002,
he retired from teaching and the school
honored him by naming the football field
after him. On Sept. 20, 2019, the mem
bers of the inaugural football team were
invited back for a reunion.

1971

On Oct. 18, 2019, Marshall L. Flora Jr. of
Boones Mill, Va., was inducted into the
Franklin County High School Sports Hall
of Fame. He participated in football, track
and baseball. He was co-captain of the
1966 football team and was named to
the Piedmont All-District football team. In
2001, he was inducted into Bridgewater
College's Athletic Hall of Fame.

1972

John Charles Koebert of Reston, Va., ex
hibited "Selected Works" at the ArtSpace
Gallery & Studio in Herndon, Va., from
Aug. 6 through Sept. 7, 2019.

1975

J. Treacy O'Hanlan Jr. retired Dec. 31,
2018, from the Defense Logistics Agency
at the Defense Supply Center in Rich-

mond, Va., where he served for 30 years.
He served in various training and man
agement positions to support the aviation
mission. He received numerous awards,
including the Defense Civilian Meritori
ous Service Award in 2018. From 1983-87
he served as a Green Beret with the U.S.
Army Special Forces at Fort Bragg and
Fort Benning. In 1985, he was a Distin
guished Military Graduate at the Officer
Candidate School. He received medical
retirement with disability in 1987.

1976

Dr. David Melton retired as Superin
tendent of Fredericksburg City Public
Schools on June 30, 2019. He served as
superintendent for almost 12 years.
At its March 26, 2019, meeting, the Har
risonburg City Council recognized Reggie
Smith of Grottoes, Va., with a resolution
in honor of his retirement at the end of
March after 42 years serving as Director of
the Harrisonburg Department of Public
Transportation. Formed in 1976, Smith is
the only person to have led the depart
ment. He grew the department from
eight taxicabs to a fleet of 39 transport
buses, 63 school buses and 12 paratransit
buses.

1977

James M. "Shark" Rehbock was inducted
into the North Carolina State University
Athletic Hall of Fame class of 2018. He
was inducted as part of the 1983 NCAA
Basketball Championship team, for which
he served as athletic trainer. Jim and his
wife, Pam, live in Raleigh, N.C.

1978

John "Johnny" R. Milleson of Berryville,
Va., retired as President and Chief Execu
tive Officer of the Bank of Clarke County
on July 5, 2019. In Milleson's honor, the
Clarke County Education Foundation

Let us hear from you!
Email your news on births, deaths, marriages, job changes,
achievements, etc., to alumnews@bridgewater.edu. Log in to
bridgewateralumni.com or mail to Office of Alumni Relations,
College Box 40, Bridgewater College, Bridgewater, VA 22812.
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announced an endowed scholarship
fund-the John R. Milleson Endowment
Scholarship-which will be awarded an
nually to a graduating Clarke County high
school senior who is a first-generation col
lege student. He joined the Bank of Clarke
County in 1984 and had been President
and CEO since 1999.

1981

On April 1, 2019, Nancy Sorrells of
Greenville, Va., received the Distinguished
Service Award from the Augusta County
Historical Society.

1993

Capt. Tricia Weatherholtz Powers of

Chesterfield, Va., has been promoted by
the Virginia State Police to Deputy Director
of the Bureau of Administrative and Sup
port Services effective Aug. 10, 2019. She
has been serving as the commander of
the Criminal Justice Information Services
(CJIS) division since her promotion to
captain in 2016. Powers graduated from
the Virginia State Police Academy in 1994.
She is a 2012 graduate of the FBI National
Academy in Quantico, Va.

1982

Dr. William R. Dickerman of Collegeville,
Pa., was named a 2018 Top Doctor by
Philadelphia magazine. He graduated
from Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine in 1986 and has been in practice
for 33 years. He currently practices at Jef
fersonville Family and Geriatric Medicine
LLC and is affiliated with Mercy Suburban
Hospital.

In June 2019, Debbie Hylton Brubaker
received the 2019 Agriculture Advocate
of the Year Award from the National
Agriculture in the Classroom Organiza
tion (NAITCO) and the National Grange.
She won the award for her Dairy Day
event that covers 20 stations that educate
students about agriculture and has them
participate in STEM events to demonstrate
the important role agriculture plays in sci
ence and the natural world.

In March 2019, James B. Mears of Suffolk
Va., was named Chief Executive Officer
of BayPort Credit Union by its board of
directors. He joined BayPort in 1994 and
has served the last 15 years as Senior Vice
President, Chief Operations Officer. He is
a Certified Public Accountant. He serves
as an advisory board member of the Sal
vation Army of the Virginia Peninsula, and
serves as Board President for the Virginia
Peninsula Foodbank.

began her duties
on July 1, 2019, as Assistant County Ad
ministrator for Woodstock, Va. Since 2016,
Belyea has served as deputy town manag
er. From July 2014 to November 2016 she
served as director of finance for Shenan
doah County, and from 2006-14 she was
director of finance for Woodstock. She
earned a master of business administration
from Virginia Tech.
Dr. Ryan Keebaugh of Stephens City, Va.,
has been appointed conductor of the
Valley Chorale of Front Royal (formerly
the Front Royal Oratorio Society). In fall
2020, Keebaugh joined the Bridgewater
College Department of Music as Assistant
Professor and Choral Director.

In September 2019, Robbie Martin was
named Head Softball Coach at Wilson
Memorial High School in Fishersville, Va.
He spent six years coaching local travel
softball. He lives in Stuarts Draft, Va., with
his wife, Jessica, and their two children.

1983

Janice Plank-Bragunier of Chambersburg,
Pa., retired from teaching special educa
tion in 2014. She continues to do foster
care. She has cared for many children
through the years and currently has seven
foster children. She recently purchased a
3,000-square-foot home located on three
acres, and has started a farmette with
white pines, crops and 16 animals. She
anticipates adding goats, fruit trees and
beekeeping.

2002

Amanda Sager Belyea

Mike Faus '95

1995

Mike Faus from Richmond, Va., is in his
19th year as history teacher and Head
Wrestling Coach at New Kent High
School. During the 2018-19 academic
year, the New Kent wrestling team won
the Virginia High School League 3A State
Championship, defeating Christiansburg
High School, who had won the title 16
straight years.

1998

Jessica Ipock Bartoshesky of Old Hickory,
Tenn., has been promoted to Associate
Brand Manager of Educational Products for KHS America. This includes new
product research and development, artist
acquisition and forecasting for educational
musical instrument brands of Jupiter Band
Instruments and XO Professional Brass.

1999

On May 19, 2019, the Rev. Jill Valentine
Seagle received her doctor of ministry in
biblical preaching from Luther Theological
Seminary in St. Paul, Minn. Her disserta
tion is titled "Not Alone: A Case Study on
Peer Groups Preaching Through a Lens
of Hope in an Age of Fear and Division."
She serves as pastor of St. Thomas/Holy
Spirit Lutheran Church (ELCA) in Sunset
Hills, Mo.

Matthew Stevens of Bridgewater, Va., is
the Principal of Riverheads High School.
He began his career teaching health,
physical education and driver's education
at Stuarts Draft High School before serv
ing as athletic director/assistant principal
and then assistant principal at Riverheads
High School. He earned a master of
administration and supervision from
Shenandoah University.

2003

Corey McNanley Bowles and her hus
band, Chris, adopted a daughter, Hazel
Mae, Aug. 7, 2019. Hazel was born on Feb.
8, 2016. The family lives in Covington, Va.

2004

Julie Carper Hay of Winchester, Va., has
been named a partner in the accounting
firm of Yount, Hyde and Barbour (YHB).
She became a Certified Public Accountant
in 2006. She concentrates on consulting
for the YHB Healthcare Team and general
tax practice for individuals and businesses.

Andrew Lacey has been named Head

Coach of the men's basketball team
at Richard Bland College of William &
Mary. He served as both a boys and girls
scholastic head coach for 13 seasons,
with a 188-101 career win-loss record that
includes one Virginia High School League
Class 5 State Championship, two regional
championships and two conference
championships.
BRIDGEWATER
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Overcoming adversity, Kelly Morse
earned a doctor of optometry degree
from Salus University's Pennsylvania Col
lege of Optometry (PCO) on May 23, 2019.
During her second year at PCO, Morse
became ill with a virus that left her partially
paralyzed from the nose down.Taking a
year off to recover, she was able to return
to PCO and continue her studies. She was
able to complete her on-campus patient
care atThe Eye Institute-Salus University.

Tiffany Cauley Myers and her husband,
Mark, have a son, Caden Edward, born
Oct. 11, 2018.The family, which also in
cludes another son, Samuel Harden, lives
in Hot Springs, Va.

Jonathan Puvak has been elected to the
Roanoke (Va.) Bar Association's Board of
Directors for a three-year term. He is a
partner with the law firm of Gentry Locke
and assists businesses, business owners,
lenders and governmental entities with
corporate matters, commercial transac
tions, employee benefits, tax and real
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estate matters. He earned his juris doctor
from the College of William and Mary's
Marshall-Wythe School of Law.

The family lives in Litiz, Pa.

2005

Zach Foltz has been named the new

Christopher and Jessica Buckland Bostic

'08 have a son,

Brady Hayes, born Feb.
2, 2018.The family, which also includes a
daughter, Emerson Grace, lives in Perry,
Ga.

Krystal Hermes Otto of Catlett, Va.,
has been named an Assistant Principal
at Kettle Run High School in Fauquier
County. For the past five years, she served
as a school test coordinator at Rock Ridge
High School. She earned a master's in
business administration from the Univer
sity of Mary Washington and a master's in
educational leadership from Shenandoah
University.

2006
Eric and Heather Houff Landram '08 have
a son, Carson Dean, born Nov. 29, 2018.

2007
Head Varsity Baseball Coach at Caroline
High School in Bowling Green, Va. He has
served as the varsity assistant coach for the
past three seasons. He currently teaches
health and physical education at Caroline
Middle School.

Megan Powell Furlong and Robert have
a second daughter, Emily Marie, born July
3, 2018.The family lives in Culpeper, Va.

2008
Chris and April Reed Barefoot '09 have a

daughter, Ruby Anne, born July 10, 2019.
The family, which includes Reed, 5, and
Owen, 3, lives in Ruckersville, Va.

Jessica Buckland Bostic (see Christopher
Bostic '05).

Katie Lawler Clark and her husband,
Matthew, have a son, ColeThomas, born
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Emily Ashcraft '15 and Bill Dansbach '15 were married Aug. 3, 2019. The couple lives in Richmond, Va.

in June 2018. The family, which includes
another son, Owen Alexander, lives in
Forest, Va.

Heather Houff Landram (see Eric
Landram '06).
In July 2019, Stanley Peyton Jr. of Har
risonburg, Va., ran for Team USA and won
the 400- and 800-meter races at the
World Masters Athletics Championships
held in Toronto. His next goal is to quality
for the 2021 Summer Olympics in Tokyo.

Amber Whetzel Weatherly and her hus
band, Phillip, have a son, Benjamin Allen,
born March 19, 2019. The family lives in
Dayton, Va.

2009

April Reed Barefoot (See Chris Barefoot
'08).
On May 17, 2019, Laura Toner Doyle of
Greenville, Va., gave the commencement
address to the class of 2019 at Riverheads
High School, where she was also named
the 2019 Teacher of the Year. Doyle, a
mathematics teacher, encouraged the
graduates to set short- or long-term goals
each day.

Kim Forbes Mellinger and her husband,
David, have a son, Ethan Richard, born Sept.
18, 2019. The family lives in Newville, Pa.

Sara Edwards Salvato and her husband,
Stephen, have a daughter, Eleanor Cath
erine, born March 6, 2019. The family lives
in Ashland, Va.

2010

Segar and Nicole Kozera Jordan '11 have
a son, Sawyer, born April 5, 2019. The fam
ily lives in Amherst, Va.
Kara Greber Limbrick and Matthew Lim
brick '11 have a son, Parker, born April 4,

born Aug. 2, 2019. The family lives in
Quicksburg, Va.

AshleyVallen Peoples and her husband,
Nikolas, have a daughter, Katja Eleanor,
born Oct. 24, 2018.

Rebekah Miller Stovall (see William Stovall

2019. The family lives in Fredericksburg, Va.

'10).

In August 2019, Jonathan Lindsay of
Bridgewater, Va., joined Farm Credit of
the Virginias (FCV) as Branch Operations
Manager of the northern region branches.
His professional career began as a per
sonal banker and progressed through
several different roles that led up to serv
ing as branch manager for Atlantic Union
Bank and Farmers & Merchants Bank.

2013

In May 2019, Tyler Goss of Harrisonburg,
Va., earned a master of divinity degree
from Eastern Mennonite Seminary and a
master of arts in conflict transformation
from Eastern Mennonite University.

2014

Nicole Kozera Jordan (see Segar Jordan

Clarissa Sanders has joined the Menokin
staff as Development Coordinator. Me
nokin was the home of Francis Lightfoot Lee, a signer of the Declaration of
Independence, and is located in Warsaw,
Va. She previously served as develop
ment coordinator at the John J. Wright
Museum. She has also worked for Henrico
County in the Historic Preservation and
Museum Services section as a researcher
and interpreter.

'10).

Andrew and Holly DonahueVeenis have

Matthew Limbrick (see Kara Greber

a baby, Adolin Scott, born July 1, 2019.
The family lives in State College, Pa.

William and Rebekah Miller Stovall '12

have a daughter, Diana Jean, born Sept. 11,
2019. The family lives in Bridgewater, Va.

2011

Kari Bay Bohning and her husband, Joel,
welcomed their first child, Elliott Ivan,
Aug. 28, 2019. The family lives in Durham,

N.C.

Limbrick '10).

2012

Ashlee Sites Painter and her husband,
Aaron, have a daughter, Ellee Michelle,

2015

Emily Ashcraft and Bill Dansbach were
married Aug. 3, 2019. The couple lives in
Richmond, Va.
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can Association of Family and Consumer
Sciences, Zimmerman brought national
attention to the class formerly known as
home economics. He teaches essential life
skills in the areas of child development,
human development, apparels, textiles,
housing interiors and nutrition and well
ness.

2018

Erica Blubaugh has joined Chowan Uni
versity's staff as Head Coach for men's and
women's cross country and as Assistant
Coach for women's lacrosse. Previously
she was an assistant coach at W.T. Wood
son High School in Fairfax, Va.

Rachel McCuller '18 and Brady Winter '17 (top) were married June 1, 2019. Bottom row (L to R):
Glenn McCrickard '88, Nancy Timbrook McCrickard '86, Carrie Drum '16, Quinnten Fritz '17 and David
Flora '78.
Row 2: (L to R): Jeremy Bender '18, Emily Harvey Bender '18, Katie Furrow '14, Jesse Winter '14, Jes
sica Wilson '19 and William Canter '14. Row 3: (L to R) : Dallas McKinney '17, Logan Eliassen '14, Kasey
Carns '20, Christopher Zepp '00, Amanda Beckwith Zepp '01, London Worrell '17, Glenn Mitchell '17,
Morgan Bender Martindell '16 and Benjamin Martindell '14.
Shearl Levere Childers and her husband,

Kyle, have a daughter, Alaina Hayven,
born Jan. 13, 2019. The family lives in Rap
pahannock Academy, Va.

Hailey Richardson of Martinsville, Va., was
featured in the Martinsville Bulletin about
how she uses cupcakes, cakes and cook
ies to teach her fifth-grade students frac
tions at Albert Harris Elementary School.
In her class, Fractions Cafe, Richardson
gives students practice adding, subtract
ing and multiplying fractions. For the first
three of her four years as an educator, she
has taught the English Language Learners
class.

Crystal Stone and Shane Brubaker '19

were married June 22, 2019. The couple
resides in Fishersville, Va.

2016

Ashley Linville Balch and her husband,

Matthew, welcomed a daughter, Freya
Louise, on Nov. 10, 2018. The family lives
in Fredericksburg, Va.

2017

Michael Darby and Megan Lookabaugh
were married Sept. 22, 2019.
Brady Winter and Rachel McCuller '18
were married June 1, 2019. The couple
resides in Waynesboro, Va.

Nicholas Zimmerman, who is in his third

year of teaching Family and Consumer
Sciences at Muhlenberg Middle School in
Woodstock, Va., served as a guest on the
"Rachael Ray Show," which aired Sept. 10,
2019. Selected to represent the Ameri-

Rachel McCuller (see Brady Winter '17).

2019

Shane Brubaker (see Crystal Stone '15)

Sarah Hendrix MSAT '19 has returned to
her alma mater, Ferrum College, as an
Assistant Athletic Trainer. As part of her
master's program, she worked as a trainer
with the winter and spring sports teams at
Myrtle Beach High School, with the foot
ball program at Coastal Carolina University
and with athletic teams at Bridgewater
College.
Freddie Roberts has been named Head

Boys Tennis Coach at Wilson Memorial
High School in Fishersville, Va. He has
worked tennis camps in Charlottesville,
Va., and at Wintergreen Resort.

Meghan Morris was crowned the cham
pion of the Food Network's "Haunted
Gingerbread Showdown" in October
2019. As a junior at Bridgewater, Morris
competed in the network's annual ginger
bread house competition.

Shane Brubaker '19 and Crystal Stone '15 were married June 22, 2019. Pictured with the couple are Bridgewater College alumni and current BC students
who attended the wedding.
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J.R. Barkman '42 of Montrose, Colo., and

formerly of Oak Ridge, Tenn., died June
24, 2019.

Dr. Ralph S. Wolfe '42 of Urbana, Ill , died

March 26, 2019.

Dr. Harold D. Lehman '43 of Harrison

burg, Va., died Aug. 25, 2019.

Dorothy Sue Phillips Revercomb '44 of

Deerfield, Va., died June 22, 2019.

William "Billy" Lawrence Lam '45 of

Elkton, Va., died July 8, 2019.

Loleine Barnhart Fisher '46 of Roanoke,

Va., died May 8.

Elizabeth Ann "Libby" Bowman Hodge

'46 of Danville, Va , died June 25, 2019.
Margaret Glick Hunkins '46 of Medford,

Ore., died July 10, 2019.

0. Kermit Early '47 of Harrisonburg, Va.,

died Oct. 22, 2019.

Thelma "Connie" Hotchkiss '47 of Broad

way, Va., died Oct. 4, 2019.

Theodore Cuyler Anderson Jr. '48 of

Richmond, Va., died Feb. 12, 2019.

Dr. Louie Thomas Hargett '53 of Patrick

died June 25, 2019.

Dr. Robert Lawrence Motyca '53 of Vir

Robert Hopper Thompson Jr. '70 of
Chestertown, Md , died Aug. 19, 2019.

Jenny Ellen Wenger Fitzgerald '54 of

John Gregory Lam '71 of Mount Sidney,
Va., died Sept. 21, 2019.

ginia Beach, Va., died April 27, 2019.
Lexington, Va , died Aug. 18, 2019.

Fern Jenkins Washburn '55 of Kinston,

Va., died April 3, 2019.

Thomas Daniel Rotruck' 58 of Chicago

died May 27, 2019.

Robert A. Myers 72 of Westminster, Md.,
died June 30, 2019.

Gary Rupert '59 of Bridgewater, Va , died

Dr. Richard Joseph "Rick" Demeri 74 of

Nov. 14, 2018.

Dr. D. Gene Wampler '59 of Harleysville,

Pa., died April 24, 2019.

Thomas D. "Jerry"Wright '59 of Virginia

Beach, Va., died March 3, 2019.

Donald Paul Judy '60 of Madison, Va.,

died Sept. 7, 2019.

Donald "Bill" Eyler'62 of Philippi, WVa ,

died Jan. 12, 2019.

Thomas Hammer Byerly '64 of Mount

Solon, Va., died June 7, 2019.

Shelby Smith Sweeney '64 of Richmond,

Va , died Feb. 25, 2019.

Nancy layman Bertholf '49 of Daleville,

Janet Flory Flaten '65 of Bridgewater, Va.,
died April 11, 2019.

Ruby Maxine Wakeman Burkholder '49

Dr. Presley L. "Andy" Hayes 111 '65 of
Charlottesville, Va., died March 2, 2016.

Va., died April 14, 2019.

of New Market, Va., died June 20, 2019.
Raymond E.M. Forrester '50 of Lakeland,

Fla , died June 5, 2019.

Dr. Kurtz Alderman '51 of Clintwood, Va.,

died Jan. 15, 2019.

Albert Wesley Crawford '51 of Roanoke,

Va., died July 8, 2019.

Ivan Joseph Mason '51 of Bridgewater,

Va., died April 13, 2019.

Dr. Carl McDaniels '51 of Bridgewater, Va.,

died Oct. 6, 2019.

Carleton Gilbert Harper '52 of Staunton,

Va., died Dec. 9, 2018.

Lawrence Rudolph "Rudy"Tucker '52 of

Weyers Cave, Va., died June 3, 2019.

Brenda Houff Pleasant '71 of Hopewell,

NC, died April 25, 2019.

Marie Burgess Walston '48 of Port Re

public, Va., died March 24, 2019.

Dennis Lee Sanger '69 of Cordova, Md.,

Springs, Va., died July 12, 2018.

Harold "Satch"Wandless Armstrong '66

of Churchville, Va., died March 21, 2019.

Patricia Megee Reimer '66 of Harbeson,

Fort Myers, Fla., and formerly of Sebring,
Fla., died March 15, 2019.

The Rev. Charles Russell Phillips 74 of

Scotia, NY, died May 22, 2019.

Monte Alan Schaeffer '74 of Westminster,

Md., died Aug. 25, 2019.

Esther Lynn Jones Myers '76 of McGa

heysville, Va., died Sept. 2, 2019.

Pamela Ann Stultz Green '82 of Wood
stock, Va., died April 14, 2019.
Elizabeth Ann "Lizzie" Prillaman '84 of

Stuart, Va., died March 19, 2019.

Mary Beth Thompson Foltz '88 of Edin
burg, Va., died July 20, 2019.
Malika Renee Heatwole '94 of Richmond,

Va , died June 6, 2019.

Jonathan D. Kite '04 of Elkton, Va., died

June 24, 2019.

Ashani Leigh Pompey '17 of Chesterf ield,

Va., died Sept. 22, 2019.

Del., died June 15, 2019.

Dr. Edward Fike Arnett '67 of Martins

burg, WVa., died April 3, 2019.

Carol "Lynn" Clark Heatwole '67 of Har

ri sonburg, Va , died June 11, 2019.

John Coleman Jones '67 of Leesburg, Va.,

died Aug. 25, 2019.

Patricia Manlove Alderfer '68 of Lansdale,

Pa., died Oct. 24, 2018.

Marietta Armstrong Jordan '68 of Bridge
water, Va , died Aug. 2, 2019.
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Doris Louise Niswander Albaugh of Westminster, Md., a member of the Class of
1955 and a LifeTrustee of Bridgewater College, died Oct. 25, 2019. She was 86.
She was born April 25, 1933, to the late Paul Rhea Niswander and Ruth Anna Gar
ner Niswander.

She taught one year in the public school system before raising her daughters and
caring for her family as a homemaker. She was a church musician and organist for
more than 60 years with the Union Bridge Church of the Brethren, and taught pri
vate piano and organ lessons for many years. She was a talented calligrapher and
master quilter, and donated many quilts to the Mid-Atlantic Conference Church of
the Brethren disaster response.

Albaugh and her husband of 64 years, Ira, enjoyed traveling throughout the
United States and Europe, a highlight of which was seeing the Passion Play in 2000 in Oberammergau, Germany.
Albaugh joined the Bridgewater College Board ofTrustees in 1987 and was elected a LifeTrustee in 2007.

In addition to her husband, she is survived by three daughters, Beverly Albaugh Sensabaugh '79, of Bridgewater, Va., Kay
Albaugh Hooker '81 of Gaithersburg, Md., and Susan Albaugh Derr of Mount Airy, Md.; 13 grandchildren; and eight great
grandchildren.

Dr. Paul W. Petcher of Chatom, Ala., a member of the Class of 1943 and a LifeTrustee of Bridgewater College, died May 12,
2019. He was 96.
He was born July 15, 1922, to the late Glen William and Edith Fay Petcher in the Cedar Creek community near Citronelle,
Ala.

Petcher graduated from the University of Pennsylvania's Medical School (now the Perelman School of Medicine) and
served as a medical missionary and elder of several churches in Nigeria from 1951-60.
He practiced medicine for more than 30 years as a general practitioner, obstetrician and surgeon. He served as president
of the Washington County Medical Society and the Washington County Hospital medical staff in Chatom. He was an As
sistant Professor of family medicine at the University of South Alabama.
Petcher joined the Bridgewater College Board ofTrustees in 1965 and served on the Committee on Educational Policy
and Campus Life. In 1971, he received the College's Distinguished Alumnus Award and, in 1992, he received Bridgewater's
Outstanding Service Award.
He was predeceased by his first wife, Esther "Pat" Wilson Petcher '44, who died in 1987, and his second wife, the former
Emma Belle Brown Nash.
He is survived by four children, Cheryl Petcher Collins '70, Richard Petcher '73, Steven Petcher and Christine Petcher Sul
livan; four stepchildren, Valerie Nash Ayres, Gregory Nash, Clifford Nash and David Nash; eight grandchildren; and five
great-grandchildren.
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Now more than ever, you can help keep the dream of a Bridgewater College
education within reach by supporting the BC Current Scholarship

Fund.

In these

challenging and unprecedented times, your support shows today's Eagles that the

Forever Connected and stands behind them.
today at bridgewater.edu/BCforeverconnected.
entire BC community is

m:.

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE

Make your gifts

